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By Rob Kovitz

Treyf, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd ed.. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. If we could suddenly see this arranged order as it will be seen in its full functioning, it
is not to be doubted that many of the Civilized would be struck dead by the violence of their ecstasy.
PIG CITY MODEL FARM is a strange, amusing and disturbing book about architecture, agriculture,
and utopia. About instrumental thinking and rational method versus irony and doubt as anti-
method. About copronomy and building design, model farms, country-life, class status in the
Chinese countryside, Ultra-Sweet Pignectar, an architect s first sexual experience, Charles Fourier,
Marcel Duchamp, paranoia, poisonous fruit, and how things become their opposite. Treyf 25th
Anniversary edition. treyf, adj. [Yiddish] - not kosher, unclean. Treyf Books by Rob Kovitz are
unusual books of an indeterminate type, sort of story-picture montage-remix books for people who
can t stomach any more schmaltzy Chicken Soup for the Soul. Treyf Books are cooked up using
texts and images compiled from various sources, usually obsessively related to one or more themes,
and then recombined through a process of highly subjective editing, ordering and juxtaposition.
Strange and clever. - Globe...
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Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD

Totally one of the better publication I have actually read through. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. Its been printed in an extremely
simple way and is particularly just following i finished reading through this ebook in which basically modified me, modify the way i think.
-- Mr s. Ma udie Weim a nn-- Mr s. Ma udie Weim a nn
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